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Abstract: The control of a dynamic platform system for offshore operations in adverse weather
conditions is discussed in this paper. The aim is to control the deck of the dynamic platform
system to remain stationary irrespective of displacement-type base disturbances and force/
torque-type deck disturbances. Two control schemes based on the principle of invariance are
described. Open-loop control, with drift cancellation, is implemented for the heave (vertical)
motion, which is not always possible to obtain in practical systems. An experimental rig has
been used to investigate and validate simulation results. Good simulation and experimental
results have been obtained.
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1 INTRODUCTION years and different systems have been proposed/
implemented to reduce the wave-induced disturb-
ances. Different types of attenuators and absorbersThe safety and performance of offshore operations
have been proposed [2, 3]. Out of the six degrees ofare significantly affected by wave-induced disturb-
freedom (DOF) of the ship’s motion, surge, sway,ances. For example, it is very hazardous to transfer
heave, roll, pitch, and yaw, only two motions, heaveload or personnel between a fixed and a moving
and pitch, have proved very difficult to overcomeplatform, or between two moving platforms, in
due the large forces involved [4–6]. Therefore, aadverse weather conditions. The presence of large
dynamic platform system could be used to com-wave disturbances makes these types of operations
pensate for these two motions. In addition, such acostly, difficult and dangerous; they pose a real
system has an economical advantage in terms ofchallenge and the skills of a human operator are
energy consumption; instead of moving the wholeoften relied upon. Certain operations are strictly time
vessel only the on-deck dynamic platform systemlimited and do not allow for time delays in order
could be operated.to wait for suitable weather conditions. Hence, there

The use of a dynamic platform, which is controlledis an increasing need for a system to allow safe
to remain stationary irrespective of base-inducedcrew changes and transportation as well as payload
motion and payload changes, would be a solution totransfers in the offshore and marine applications.
the above problems to allow maximum operationAnother problem caused by wave-induced motion
and improved safety. Therefore, such a platformis the control of offshore robotic systems. The inertial
could be used (a) to address the current offshore loadforces, induced by the base motion, result in per-
transfer problems in adverse weather conditions,formance loss. Different control strategies have been
(b) as a helicopter landing platform, (c) as supportproposed but complete disturbance compensation
platforms when a large structure is transportedhas not been possible to achieve due to the nature
using more than one vessel, or (d) incorporatedof the disturbance [1].
with a gangway system when there is a relativeThe effect of adverse weather conditions on the
motion between two decks. This will allow the syn-ships’ motion has been of great interest for many
chronization of the docking end of the gangway with
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motions for offshore applications taking into account
the practical implementation of such a system. By
means of a mathematical model of the mechanism
two control techniques, based on the principle of
invariance, have been developed. The proposed con-
trol methods have been successfully applied to the
control of keeping a two DOF platform stationary in
the presence of measurable and immeasurable dis-
turbances. However, there are some difficulties in the
practical implementation of such control strategies
as accurate and fast heave measurements may be
difficult to obtain in some offshore applications.
This, in combination with inaccuracies in parameter
estimations, usually results in drift, which can be
overcome by a human operator. This paper addresses
new control strategies to overcome such problems
and therefore improves the robustness of the system
to avoid human interaction.

A drift compensation control scheme is presented
in this paper in order to cancel or reduce drift of
the dynamic platform. To compensate for system Fig. 1 Dynamic platform rig
state drifts, the process of augmentation is used,

and pitch, using joint assemblies attached to twowhereby errors are compensated for by utilizing
stationary rods. The parallel configuration of thisother independent system states. In other words, it
system provides high stiffness.is assumed that the drift is observable. Also, a system

identification method for the non-linear dynamic
platform system is used in the proposed control

3 MATHEMATICAL MODELstrategy. This estimation method could be performed
in real-time and could be useful in relation to per-

A similar mathematical model of the dynamicformance losses of initial system parameter-based
platform system, developed in Bouazza-Marouf andcontrol techniques. A full description of these control
Hewit [5], is used. The equation of motion for amethods is given within section 4.
general dynamic platform system is given as

MẌ=AF−FD (1)
2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

where

The aim of the control scheme is to keep a platform
X=AxhB , FD=AFLTLB , F=AF1F2Bstationary while cancelling the effect of external dis-

turbances. To demonstrate the control strategy a
platform actively suspended on a base by means of M=CMP 0

0 JP
D , A=C sin(a1−h) sin(a2+h)

−R sin(a1) R sin(a2)
Dactive actuators is used. A two DOF experimental rig,

previously developed [5], is used to investigate the Assuming identical actuators and considering the
robustness of the proposed control schemes. A Coulombic friction force as an unknown disturbance
photograph and a schematic diagram of the dynamic the force vector F is derived as
platform system are shown in Figs 1 and 2 respect-

F=KB(T−TE−TF)−JAK2BATẌively. A cam-actuation system induces displacement-
type disturbances to the base of the two DOF rig. −K2BQ(X, Ẋ, Y, Ẏ, Ÿ) (2)
The platform is actively suspended by two electro-

wheremechanical actuators which are mounted on the
base and are linked to the base and the platform

TE=
KBKTKE

RT
ATẊ, TF=KBCfATẊby pin joints. The shaft of each electrical motor of

the electromechanical actuators is connected with
a flexible coupling to a ball screw. The base and T=

KT
RT

V with V=AV1V2Bplatform motions are constrained to two DOF, heave,

JSCE113 © IMechE 2005Proc. IMechE Vol. 219 Part I: J. Systems and Control Engineering
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the dynamic platform rig

Substituting for the force vector F the following 4 CONTROL STRATEGY
equations can be obtained

Figure 5 shows the overall control strategy. The
controller output vector C (=V) is chosen asMẌ=ACKBAKTRT

V−TE−TFB−JAK2BATẌ−K2BQD
C=CC+CD (5)

−FD (3) where C
C

is derived from the system error and C
D

is
the disturbance cancellation (or reduction) control

or vector. Two types of disturbance reduction controller
schemes were illustrated in Bouazza-Marouf and

(M+JAK2BAAT)Ẍ=
KBKT

RT
AV−FTD (4) Hewit [5]. In the following sections further control

schemes are presented in order to cancel/reduce the
effect of disturbances.where

FTD=KBA(TE+TF)+K2BAQ+FD 4.1 Equilibrium point controller

Equations (3) and (4) are shown in block diagram Effective position control of the dynamic platform at
a desired point X=(a, b)T requires the cancellationform in Figs 3 and 4.

Fig. 3 Block diagram of equation (3)

JSCE113 © IMechE 2005 Proc. IMechE Vol. 219 Part I: J. Systems and Control Engineering
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Fig. 4 Block diagram of equation (4)

Fig. 5 Overall system control structure (the superscript * denotes on-line measured quantities)

of the disturbance vector F
D

in equation (1) as well and the superscript ˆ denotes an off-line set-up
measured or estimated quantity. The Feedforwardas the base displacement disturbances. The latter

disturbance can be cancelled using Feedforward con- control is used for the cancellation/reduction of the
base disturbance (which is included in the disturb-trol and the force disturbance (F

D
) can be cancelled

using Equilibrium Point control. The specific desired ance vector Q), the actuator’s frictional torque vector
T

F
, and the actuator’s back e.m.f. torque vector T

E
.vertical position, a, and angular position, b, could

be chosen to be zero; i.e. the vertical and angular C
E

is for the Active Force loop vector [5], which should
cancel the payload disturbances. A block diagramposition measurements could be adjusted to read

zero at the desired mean position of the platform. representation of this strategy is shown in Fig. 6.
It is assumed that the actuators’ force vector F isLet C

D
, the disturbance cancellation vector, be

chosen as composed as follows

CD=CFFW+CE (6) F=LF+(I−L)F=LF+HF=FDC+FAC (8)
where C

FFW
is the feedforward control vector given

where I is the identity matrix, L is a diagonal matrixas
representing the transfer functions of low-pass filters,

CFFW=CB+CF+CEMF (7) and H is a diagonal matrix representing the transfer
functions of high-pass filters. F

DC
and F

AC
representwith

the low- and high-frequency parts of the actuators’
force vector respectively.CB=AR̂TK̂TB K̂B ĴAA ÿ−ẅR̂ cos w+ẇ2R̂ sin w

ÿ+ẅR̂ cos w−ẇ2R̂ sin wB* The main part of the platform disturbance is the
payload disturbance. This can be estimated using
the d.c. component of the actuators’ force. The plat-CF=AR̂TK̂TB K̂BĈfA ẏ−ẇR̂ cos w

ẏ+ẇR̂ cos wB* form disturbance vector F
D

in equation (1) could be
estimated to

CEMF=K̂BK̂EA ẏ−ẇR̂ cos w

ẏ+ẇR̂ cos wB*
FD#ALF=AFDC (9)

C
B

, C
F

, and C
EMF

compensate for the base-induced
Let C

E
in equation (6) be chosen asmotion; they represent the inertia contribution, the

viscous damping contribution, and the actuators’
back e.m.f. contribution respectively. The superscript CE=

R̂T
K̂TK̂B

LF* (10)
* denotes an on-line measured or estimated quantity

JSCE113 © IMechE 2005Proc. IMechE Vol. 219 Part I: J. Systems and Control Engineering
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Fig. 6 Block diagram of the Equilibrium Point controller

Substituting the voltage input vector V in equation (3) The illustrated control scheme has the same aim as
the Active Force control loop described in Bouazza-by the controller output vector C in equation (5), and

using equations (6), (7), and (10), it follows that Marouf and Hewit [5] in order to cancel the platform
disturbance vector F

D
. However, in this paper the

mass matrix is not used in the Active Force controlMẌ=ACKBAKTRT
CC+

KT
RT

CFFW+
KT
RT

R̂T
K̂TK̂B

LF*
loop to minimize parameter dependency. It should
be noted that more than one Active Force control

−TE−TFB−JAK2BATẌ−K2BQD−FD loop could be used in parallel.

4.2 Drift compensation controller(11)

In all previously illustrated control schemes forAssuming that the control vectors C
B

, C
F

, and C
EMF

the dynamic platform system it has been shown thatare adequate estimates then
if C

C
=0 then Ẍ=0. Hence, a small drift of the plat-

form could result in the case when the dynamicCB=
RT
KT

KBQ , CF=
RT
KT

TF , CEMF=
RT
KT

TE platform is used for some offshore operations where
measurements of x and y may be difficult to obtain.(12)
Previously [5] the position feedback loop was

Hence replaced by a visual feedback loop in order to over-
come this disruptive drift. In this paper a controller

KB
KT
RT

CFFW=KB(TE+TF)+K2BQ (13) scheme is illustrated to cancel the need for human
interaction.

Therefore equation (11) becomes The Drift Compensation control utilizes the
position difference vector E, which represents the(M+JAK2BAAT)Ẍ
position vector of the platform with respect to
the base datum frame; i.e. only relative position=ACKBAKTRT

CC+
KT
RT

R̂T
K̂TK̂B

LF*BD−FD (14)
measurements (instead of absolute measurements)
are used. Let the position difference vector E be given

and if the estimated and measured values are as
sufficiently accurate then

E=X−Y (16)

(M+JAK2BAAT)Ẍ=AKB
KT
RT

CC (15) The control vector C
C

can be chosen as

Therefore if the difference between ALF* and F
D

is CC=GP
R̂T
K̂T

(−A−1M− ĴAK̂2BAT)*ΩLEΩ(E*−E*0 )
small, then ideally the choice of C

C
=0 would result

in Ẍ=0. Figure 6 shows the block diagram of this
(17)

control scheme. It should be noted that such control
strategy will result in platform drift. This is discussed where E

0
is the initial position difference vector, L

E
is

a diagonal matrix representing the transfer functionsin section 4.2 below.

JSCE113 © IMechE 2005 Proc. IMechE Vol. 219 Part I: J. Systems and Control Engineering
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of low-pass filters, and G
P

is a diagonal matrix position and velocity, by integrating acceleration
using a low-pass filter instead of a pure integrator.representing the drift compensation control gains.

The estimate of X is given as Better results were obtained from the second method
based on the assumption of sinusoidal base disturb-

X*#LEΩ(E*−E*0+Y
m

) (18)
ances. The base motion frequency v was computed
by sampling the base acceleration and v was deter-where Y

m
is an arbitrary constant (which can be set

to zero). The results of this scheme are discussed in mined every half-cycle, every time ÿ=0; i.e. there is
a delay of a half-cycle in the computation of v. Thesection 6.

It is not possible to avoid the sinusoidal com- calculation of y and ẏ assume that each half-cycle is
part of a sinusoidal waveform, and the frequency vponent of the drift when the frequency of such drift

and the frequency of the base motion are similar. To remains constant or varies by a small amount
between two consecutive half-cycles. The estimationovercome this problem it is possible to use the esti-

mate, Y*, of the base position. Thus equation (18) of the other base velocities and positions could be
derived in the same way.becomes

The above technique can be extended to sinusoidal
X*#LEΩ(E*−E*0+Y*) (19)

quarter-cycles. Thereby v is computed every time
when ÿ is zero, and when ÿ is maximal or minimal.Here the constant Y

m
has been replaced by the esti-

mated base position Y*. G
P

can be chosen to satisfy The time, T
Q

, taken between the latter mentioned
instances is used to obtain the base motion frequencyclassical feedback control. In addition, an integral

loop could be added in order to cancel steady state v, which is given by v=(p/2)T
Q

. The velocity, ẏ, and
the position, y, are derived aserrors. The control law for this scheme is therefore

given as

ẏ
t
=−

1

v
ÿ
t−(p/2v) (21)

CC=GP
R̂T
K̂T

(−A−1M− ĴAK̂2BAT)*ΩLEΩ(E*−E*0+Y*)

y
t
=−

ÿ

v2
(22)+GI P t

0
CR̂TK̂T

(−A−1M− ĴAK̂2BAT)*

Additionally, an induced phase shift w can be
ΩLEΩ(E*−E*0+Y*)D dt (20) compensated. The corrected absolute velocity and

position are given as
where G

I
is a diagonal matrix representing the

integral controller constants. The Drift Compensation
ẏ
t
=−

1

v
ÿ
t−[(p−2w)/(2v)]

(23)controller could be used instead of a position feed-
back loop. The control scheme is shown as a block
diagram in Fig. 7. For safety reasons, the position

ẏ
t
=−

1

v2
ÿ
t−[(p−w)/(2v)]

(24)difference vector E is continuously observed, so that
if it exceeds predefined boundaries of the dynamic
platform system, an alarm is raised. The latter lag-correction technique may be used only

for constant and slowly varying base disturbanceTwo ways of base disturbance measurement have
been illustrated in Bouazza-Marouf and Hewit [5]. frequencies because this technique induces longer

phase shifts.The first method derived the quantities, absolute

Fig. 7 Block diagram of the Drift Compensation controller

JSCE113 © IMechE 2005Proc. IMechE Vol. 219 Part I: J. Systems and Control Engineering
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4.3 System identification identification is performed only when Ẍ≠0 and
F

AC
≠0. The identification process itself may not

The inefficiency of all illustrated controllers is associ-
be fault-prone due to phase shifts as long as the

ated with insufficiently accurate system parameters,
acceleration vector Ẍ and the force vector F experi-

whether it is caused by wrong computation or pay-
ence the same lag. Hence, lower cut-off frequencies

load changes. Primarily this involves two parameters,
or higher-order filters may affect the reaction time

the platform mass M
P

and the platform inertia J
P

.
on system parameter changes. The system identifi-

Here, a method is illustrated to identify the system
cation could be performed parallel to the control

automatically and in real-time. Other methods like
algorithms and updates the control parameters in

the non-linear least-square or subspace identifi-
real-time. Figure 8 shows the system identification

cation methods suffer from correlated actuator
control structure.

inputs, the restriction to single-input single-output
(SISO) systems and the parameter estimation in
design-time (rather than in real-time) [7].

5 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
Substituting the actuators’ force vector F in

equation (1) using equation (8), the following
The experimental rig, shown in Figs 1 and 2, is con-equation can be derived
trolled using a Pentium 166 MHz personal computer

MẌ=A(FDC+FAC)−FD (25) running a QNX 4.25 real-time operating system [8].
A schematic of the control system is shown in Fig. 9.Also, as
The rig instrumentation allows measurements of

AFDC#FD (26) the platform position vector X, the base position

then

MẌ=AFAC (27)

As the mass matrix is diagonal, the platform mass
M

P
and the platform inertia J

P
are consequently

obtained by

CMPJP
D=C ẍ−1 0

0 ḧ−1DAFAC (28)

It can be noted that in equation (27) above if Ẍ=0,
then M

P
=2 or J

P
=2 and if F

AC
=0, then M

P
=0

or J
P
=0. Therefore, the acceleration vector Ẍ com-

ponents and the force vector F components must
exceed a predefined limit to be relevant for the

Fig. 8 System identification control structureidentification algorithm. Therefore the parameter

Fig. 9 Schematic overview of the control system

JSCE113 © IMechE 2005 Proc. IMechE Vol. 219 Part I: J. Systems and Control Engineering
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vector Y, the actuators’ force vector F, the platform accelerometers are of active closed-loop type and
capable of detecting low-frequency motion.acceleration vector Ẍ, base acceleration vector Ÿ, the

angles between the platform and the actuators a
1
, a

2
, The dynamic platform rig is controlled by record-

ing all analogue signals with 12-bit analogue-to-and the motor torque vector T
M

. Angular position
measurements are obtained using rotary potentio- digital converters, generating analogue signals with

12-bit digital-to-analogue converters and usingmeters, whereas vertical positions are determined
through rotary potentiometers driven by a wheel digital transistor-transistor logic (TTL)-level inputs.

Figure 5 shows a block diagram of the overall system.rolling in contact with a stationary vertical rod. The
position difference vector E is obtained by sub- Additionally, a signal conditioning unit (interface

electronics) between the computer and the rig per-traction of the platform position vector X and the
base position vector Y . A general design overview forms required signal conditioning and decouples

the computer from the rest of the system. It incor-is provided in Bouazza-Marouf and Hewit [5]. The
numerical values of the system parameters are porates buffers and gain adjustments for all analogue

signals as well as second-order Butterworth filters forshown in Table 1.
The design of the actuators incorporates a force acceleration, force, and current measurements. The

active low-pass filters prevent aliasing and reducesensor. The force measurement is derived from
a beam deflection using four strain gauges, in a measurement noise.

Six control switches are provided for the selectionWheatstone bridge configuration, arranged at its
mid-length. Additionally, the motor output torque is of different control schemes/algorithms. The con-

trol algorithms are written in C++ compiled by aaccomplished by measuring the armature current.
Both ends of the base and the platform are Watcom C/C++ compiler. The frequency of the

control loop is set to 1.5 kHz.instrumented with an accelerometer each. These

Table 1 System parameters

Parameter Symbol Value

Viscous friction coefficient C
f

5×10−6 N m s/rad
Inertia of actuator J

A
4.35×10−9 kg m2

Inertia of platform J
P

0.373 26 kg m2

Gear ratio of ball screw K
B

1570.8 rad/m
Motor back e.m.f. constant K

E
0.0478 V s/rad

Motor torque constant K
T

0.048 02 N m/A
Mass of platform M

P
9.1392 kg

Distance between platform centroid and actuator joint on the platform R 0.2 m
Ball screw mean radius R

B
0.005 25 m

Motor terminal resistance R
T

1.5 V

Fig. 10 Simulation results of the Equilibrium Point controller: (a) vertical platform position, x;
(b) angular platform position, h
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6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION platform and the vertical drift could be clearly seen.
After 5 seconds the Equilibrium Point control is
introduced, resulting in total attenuation of the6.1 Simulation results
gravity force caused drift. Finally, after 10.5 seconds

The simulation results in Figs 10 and 11 show the the Feedforward controller cancels all the platform’s
ideal response of a dynamic platform for the control heave and pitch motion.
strategies, namely Equilibrium Point control and In Fig. 11, the Feedforward loop from section 4.1
Drift Compensation control. The base disturbance and the Drift Compensation controller were applied
input vector Y is a pure sinusoidal heave y and pitch to a dynamic platform model with no positional
Q motion vector at a frequency of 6 rad/s, whereas feedback. Up until 5 seconds only base disturbance
the platform disturbance input vector F

D
consists of was input. Afterwards, Feedforward control was added

a gravity force vector in the x direction. and complete base motion isolation was achieved.
In Fig. 10, the active control algorithm of section 4.1 After 10.5 seconds the vertical drift was completely

was applied to a dynamic platform model with no attenuated by the Drift Compensation control.
positional feedback. Up until 5 seconds no controller In Fig. 12, the system identification is performed

on a dynamic platform model. After 4 seconds, goodwas used and the heave and pitch motion of the

Fig. 11 Simulation results of the Drift Compensation controller and the Feedforward controller:
(a) vertical platform position, x; (b) angular platform position, h

Fig. 12 Simulation results of system identification: (a) platform mass estimation; (b) platform
inertia estimation

JSCE113 © IMechE 2005 Proc. IMechE Vol. 219 Part I: J. Systems and Control Engineering
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parameter estimations for the platform mass M
P

and feedback control. This control scheme outlines good
performance compared to the Feedforward andthe platform inertia J

P
are obtained.

Active Force control loops (Fig. 13) in terms of better
drift attenuation.6.2 Experimental results

Figures 15 and 16 show the obtained results using
The experimental results show the same trend as the the Drift Compensation controller in combination
simulation results. For comparison with previous with the Equilibrium Point controller. Without a
work, Fig. 13 shows the experimental result of the base motion estimation the platform displayed a
dynamic platform response when applying Feed- vertical low-frequency sinusoidal drift with respect
forward and Active Force loops [5] and using no to the desired position (Fig. 15), whereas the Drift
position feedback control. A significant vertical drift Compensation controller, when applied to the
can be seen. dynamic platform and utilizing the base motion

Figure 14 shows the experimental result using the estimation developed in section 4.2, resulted in
complete attenuation of drift (Fig. 16). Slightly largerEquilibrium Point controller and using no position

Fig. 13 Experimental results of the Feedforward controller and the Active Force controller [5]:
(a) vertical platform position, x; (b) angular platform position, h

Fig. 14 Experimental results of the Equilibrium Point controller and the Feedforward controller:
(a) vertical platform position, x; (b) angular platform position, h

JSCE113 © IMechE 2005Proc. IMechE Vol. 219 Part I: J. Systems and Control Engineering
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Fig. 15 Experimental results of the Drift Compensation controller and Equilibrium Point con-
troller without a base motion estimation: (a) vertical platform position, x; (b) angular
platform position, h

Fig. 16 Experimental results of the Drift Compensation controller and Equilibrium Point con-
troller with a base motion estimation: (a) vertical platform position, x; (b) angular
platform position, h

high-frequency vertical position errors of the plat- in order to obtain adequate parameter estimates.
Consequently, longer delays were produced. Afterform, induced by the Drift Compensation controller,

are observed. 20 seconds, acceptable results were obtained.
Figure 17 shows the results obtained using the

system identification. The Equilibrium Point con-
troller and the Drift Compensation controller were
applied all the time in order to avoid drift in the 7 CONCLUSIONS
dynamic platform system. Due to hysteresis caused
by the design of the force sensors and due to In this paper two control schemes have been

described that can be applied to control dynamicmeasurement errors, the results had to be filtered
by a digital fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter platforms for offshore applications in adverse weather

JSCE113 © IMechE 2005 Proc. IMechE Vol. 219 Part I: J. Systems and Control Engineering
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Fig. 17 Experimental results of system identification: (a) platform mass estimation; (b) platform
inertia estimation
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E
0

initial position difference vector R
B

ball screw mean radius (m)
F actuators’ force vector R

T
motor terminal resistance (V)

F
1
, F

2
actuator forces on the platform (N) T actuators’ force vector

F
AC

high-frequency part of actuators’ force T
E

actuator’s unknown back e.m.f. torque
vector vector

F
D

disturbance vector T
F

actuator’s unknown fictional torque vector
F

DC
low-frequency part of actuators’ force T

L
disturbance torque (N m)

vector V actuators’ input voltages vector
F

L
disturbance force (N) V

1
, V

2
actuator input voltages (V)

F
TD

overall disturbance vector x vertical (heave) displacement of the
G

P
, G

I
diagonal matrices representing drift platform (m)
compensation controller parameters X position (state) vector of the platform

H diagonal matrix representing the transfer y vertical (heave) displacement of the base
functions of high-pass filters (m)

I identity matrix Y position (state) vector of the base
J

A
inertia of the actuator (kg m2)

J
P

inertia of the platform (kg m2) a
1
, a

2
angles between the platform and the

K
B

gear ratio of a ball screw (rad/m) actuators (rad)
K

E
motor back e.m.f. constant (V s/rad) h angular (pitch) displacement of the

K
T

motor torque constant (N m/A) platform (rad)
L, L

E
diagonal matrix representing the transfer w phase shift of the sinusoidal base heave
functions of low-pass filters motion (rad)

M mass matrix Q angular (pitch) displacement of the base
M

P
mass of platform (kg) (rad)

Q disturbance vector v frequency of the sinusoidal base heave
R distance between the platform centroid motion (rad/s)

and actuator joint on the platform (m)
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